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ROOTS REGGAE

Natural Mighty is a product straight from the French hood
scene, powerful, sensitive and sometimes rough, but sincere,
what the members of the band Natural Mighty all have in
common is their unconditional love for the original reggae
roots music, as well as their urban culture.
Against all odds they do not following the traditional clichés,
as far as what type of clothes they must wear but they fight
with determination for unity, and peace between
communities. Being from the Paris region, the band plays
their original roots music full of conscious words and wisdom
about the world in which they live. It all started in 2007, when
Gene-Vincent joined the band and give band’s actual
identity. Following a series of successful concerts in the Paris
area, Gene-Vincent’s unique singing style and original
compositions, had fans coming back in greater numbers; this
encouraged the collective to record their first album.

TRACKLISTING EP
01 – Good Time
02 – Cracked Warrior
03 – Run Run Run
04 – Every Night
05 – Kill Them
06 – Yard Song

NATURAL MIGHTY decides to record and produce their first album at Studio 33 in November 2011,
this was the big band featuring, trumpet trombone and sax; it reinforced and enriched their music. This
album expresses their thoughts as to where their place in the world is. The message is heard in songs
such as “War” or “Survive”, other songs such as “Help Me” and “Remember” gives a more intimate
look into the group’s personality. The media crowned them second in 2011 as the new French
revelation in reggae music. This album was responsible for substantial increased their fan base.
Their first album also allows them to make first contact with major reggae artists in the Paris area such
as Bella (Mami Watta), Francky (FPP “Party Time”) or Dubz (RMP “Shake the Town”) as well as
Harrison Stafford of (Groundation) and Norman Grant (Twinkle Brothers).
With each concert, Natural Mighty tells its own personal story of the daily life of a French reggae
band, struggling to be fair and true, these last years have given them the opportunity to share the
stage with other well-known bands such as Shaman Culture, Wailing Trees and Old Dodge Fellows.

Years on the road have given them the desire more than ever to produce this EP
“Good Time”. A new LP recorded at AXLR Studios, was the occasion to propose a
new version of songs more in phase with their current philosophy, such as “Cracked
Warrior”, “Yard Song” or “Good Time”.
With the Hit Single “Good Time” a premier video will follow, after which, a second
album will be recorded for a spring release in 2016. (Available on digital format) in
the meantime, enjoy “Good Times”, Natural Mighty will be back on stage very
soon.

NATURAL MIGHTY EN VIDEOS
« Good Time » (Clip)

https://youtu.be/et-noh_sPyM

« Run, Run, Run »(Clip)

https://youtu.be/wSleB-R3kb4

